
CAMPUS SAFETY COMMISSION MEETING  

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

June 12, 2019  

 

The Campus Safety Commission met on Wednesday, June 12, 2019 in South Building, Room 

105. Chairs DeVetta Holman Nash and Manny Hernandez convened the meeting at 10:06 a.m. 

 

ROLL CALL 

PRESENT: Emily Blackburn, Mary Beth Koza, Manny Hernandez, DeVetta Homan-Nash, 

Michael Gerhardt, Quinton Smith, Robert L. Campbell, Brandon Washington, Charles Streeter, 

Larry Grossberg, Charles Branson Vickory, Brian Curran, Manny Garcia, Desirée Rieckenberg, 

Jim Herrington, Frank Baumgartner (remote call-in), Kim Strom-Gottfried (remote call-in), 

Maya Weinstein (remote call-in)  

 

ABSENT: De’Ivyion Drew, Richard Myers 

 

DISCUSSION OF COMMISSION CULTURE 

Chair Manny Hernandez outlined a working draft of group norms that were suggested for 

implementation within the group. Chair DeVetta Holman Nash allowed for an open period to 

consider additions or amendments to the outlined norms and proceeded to read off suggestions of 

norms submitted via email by a commission member. Several commission members mentioned 

other important norms to consider. The commission will review a hard copy of these norms (to 

be circulated following the meeting) and attend the next meeting prepared with suggestions for 

the working draft.  

 

Chair Manny Hernandez introduced the idea of utilizing Robert’s Rules to govern the flow and 

procedures of commission meetings. Manny noted that these rules ensure that everyone is 

respectful of one another and time is used wisely in order to make positive change during 

commission meetings.  

 

SCOPE OF MANDATE/CHANCELLOR’S CHARGE 

During the discussion surrounding the scope of the commission’s charge, several commission 

members noted the need to focus on the evidence of mistrust between campus members and the 

police force. There was also a noted concern about the lack of knowledge and communication 

surrounding various crisis and safety protocols across campus, with one example being active 

shooter protocols.  

 

The commission discussed at length the importance of understanding the various protocols, 

policies, and departments that are already in place for the purpose of supporting safety in order to 

proceed with the charge of the commission.  

 

COMMISSION EFFECTIVENESS AND FOCUS 

Commission members reinforced the importance of understanding existing safety-promoting 

entities across campus so as not to act redundantly or create confusion through the actions of the 

commission. A discussion proceeded that entertained the best means of gathering this 

information within the setting of the commission. Some mentioned gathering representatives 



from the entities to share this information with the commission, while one commission member 

suggested that a memo should be created within a subcommittee of the commission. This memo 

would seek to summarize various campus safety-related entities, their resources, best practices, 

and target areas in order to identify areas that are currently unaddressed in this landscape for the 

commission to pursue in its scope.  

 

The commission also highlighted the timely need to identify the definition of safety for the 

purposes of the commission’s scope. Members stressed the importance of taking this step prior to 

exploring campus safety entities to avoid germane efforts. In summation, a commission member 

noted that the commission must first define what the scope of “safety” encompasses in order to 

begin identifying policies, procedures, offices, and players that are involved before moving 

forward.  

 

CONVERSATION WITH DEREK KEMP, AVC CAMPUS SAFETY & RISK 

MANAGEMENT 

AVC Kemp provided the commission with an account of the incident that occurred on Sunday, 

May 26, 2019 on McCorkle Place between 4:15 PM and 4:18 PM involving members of a white 

nationalist group called Patriot Front. AVC Kemp identified the actions taken by an on-duty 

police officer and the subsequent actions taken by the police department to file a report regarding 

the incident. AVC Kemp discussed areas for improvement regarding the actions taken during the 

incident, and entertained queries from the commission.  

 

CONVERSATION WITH CHRIS SWECKER 

Mr. Swecker introduced himself to the commission and expanded upon his experience in the 

fields of law enforcement, security, and investigative matters. Mr. Swecker was hired by the 

University to review a several incidents occurring on or near the campus involving questions of 

use of force, improbable cause, and conflict of interest. Mr. Swecker provided the commission an 

investigatory account of four incidents under his review: two incidents of arrests on campus, one 

regarding the defacement of the Unsung Founders Memorial, and one regarding the visit from a 

neo-confederate group (some of which were armed) on/near campus on March 16. Mr. Swecker 

noted that there has been a generalized shift in the understanding of campus safety which 

presents a complicated environment for police: their duties must protect campus safety while 

also allowing for the protection of everyone’s first amendment rights.  

 

DISCUSSION OF NEXT MEETING AGENDA ITEMS 

The commission discussed a variety of agenda items that should be considered for the July 

meeting. Ideas included:  

 Discuss vagueness in the duties of the commission and try to define them/seek clarity  
 Discuss the topical areas that subcommittees will need to address  
 Discuss the definition of campus safety to avoid unnecessary research and deep-diving with 

departments that are not relevant to the commission’s charge/scope 
 

Agenda items will be accepted by the commission chairs via email until July 3, 2019.  

 

ADJOURNMENT 



There being no further business to come before the commission, Chair Hernandez called for a 

motion to adjourn. Mary Beth Koza made the motion; Desirée Rieckenberg seconded, and it 

passed. Chair Hernandez adjourned the meeting at 12:28 PM.  


